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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 



Chapter J 

Many bacterial species are known to have the capacity to adjust their 

metabolic activities to environmental conditions. This allows them to cope 

successfully -that is to survive and thrive- in an overwhelming range of 

environments. Thus, it has been well documented that the cellular 

composition as well as metabolic activity can vary qualitatively and 

quantitatively in dependence of physicochemical environmental factors such 

as pH, osmolality, nutrient availability etc. For example, it has been known 

for long that the composition of the cell wall of Gram positive bacteria like 

the Bacillaceae depends to a large extent on the availability of inorganic 

phosphate with respect to the presence of teichoic acid respectively 

teichuronic acid (Tempest et ai, 1968), whereas with most if not all 

microbial species the fatty acid/lipid composition of the cytoplasmic 

membrane is temperature dependent (Kadner, 1996). Similarly, the cellular 

content and the nature of many transmembrane transport systems is subject 

to environmental conditions. This is found to be true for carbon source 

transporters (see e.g. Postrna el al. 1993), for ammonium (Reitzer, 

1996a+b), for cations such as potassium (Bakker et al, 1987) and other 

inorganic cations (Silver, 1996) and for oxygen (Gennis and Stewart, 1996). 

Many of these variations can be interpreted as strategies to cope with 

conditions where the relevant substrate is present in low concentrations 

(e.g. see Teixeira de Mattos and Neijssel, 1997). Also, the cytosolic make

up of the cell may vary with its environment (besides, of course, variations 

in enzyme content due to repression or induction of protein synthesis): a 

rather striking example hereof can be found in changes in the amino acid 

pool as a response to changes in the osmotic value of the medium (Booth 

and Higgins, 1990; Epstein, 1986; Higgins el al., 1987, Csonka and Epstein, 

1996). Finally, it should be mentioned that many microbial catabolic 

activities (specifically fermentations) are highly dependent on the 

environmental pH value (Gottschalk, 1986; Snoep, 1990; Clark, 1989; Bock 

and Sawers, 1996). 

One of the most dramatic changes in the physiological behaviour to be seen 

occurs with the facultatively anaerobic species. These organisms can switch 

between a variety of completely different catabolic routes which all serve to 

provide the cell with sufficient energy to drive all energy consuming 

reactions needed to grow and survive. Roughly, the catabolic modes that 

these species can invoke to conserve energy are either respiration 
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(aerobically or anaerobically) or fermentation. The main characteristics of 

these modes will be discussed below. As this thesis deals with Escherichia 

coli, the discussion will be limited to this heterotrophic organism. 

Respiration 

Respiration can be described as the process in which electrons flow from a 

relatively reduced electron donor to a final electron acceptor in such a way 

that it is coupled to transmembrane proton translocation. Hence, during 

respiration chemical energy can be converted into the free energy of an 

electrochemical proton gradient which subsequently can be either directly 

used for numerous energy demanding processes (e.g. transport or motility) 

or as the driving force for ATP synthesis (for an overview see Gennis and 

Stewart, 1996). Proton translocation is brought about by the electron 

transfer chain, a complex system of redox earners linked to intrinsic and/or 

extrinsic membrane proteins. As E. coli is able to use various final electron 

acceptors (e.g. 0 2 , nitrate, fumarate, etc. see below; Wallace and Young, 

1977; Ingledew and Poole, 1984), it is not surprising that the composition of 

its respiratory chain is highly dependent on the nature of the final election 

acceptor and in case of oxygen on the concentration of this acceptor 

(Gennis, 1987;Calhoun et ai, 1993; Chepuri et ai, 1990): when sufficient 

oxygen is available, a cytochrome bo type oxidase serves as the final 

electron acceptor (Chepuri et ai, 1990) whereas under conditions of low 

oxygen availability a high affinity cytochrome bd type oxidase is induced 

(Green et ai, 1988). These oxidases differ in their H+/e" stoichiomeny and 

affinity for 0 2 (Puustinen et ai, 1991). In addition, alternative NADH 

dehydrogenases are known to be active depending on growth conditions 

(Calhoun et ai, 1993; de Jonge, 1996; Yagi, 1993) which also differ in 

H7e" stoichiomeny (Jaworowski et ai, 1981; Leif et ai, 1993). As a 

consequence, the overall stoichiomeny of the respiratory chain may 

theoretically vaiy between 1 and 4 H'Ve". 

Providing a balanced capacity of all intermediate conversions (including 

transport), energy sources such as glucose can be completely oxidised to 

C02 . With E. coli, this is accomplished via the Embden-Meyerhof-Pamas 

glycolytic pathway and subsequently the TCA cycle. Under fully aerobic 

conditions, it is assumed that the latter cycle is fed with acetyl-CoA that is 

formed solely by activity of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. The 
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reduced cytoplasmic soluble election carriers (NADH and FADH) 

generated in glycolysis and the TCA cycle are then reoxidized via the 

respiratory chain and hence may contribute to the conservation of free 

energy . 

Anaerobic respiration 

As mentioned above, other compounds than oxygen can be used as terminal 

election acceptors in a membrane bound process similar to that of aerobic 

respiration. Thus E. coli can use nitrate, nitrite (Stewart (1988, 1993)), 

fumarate (Kroger et ai (1992)), trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO; Barrett 

and Kwan, 1987) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Weiner et ai, 1992) as 

terminal electron acceptors. Reduced metabolites like lactate, NADH, 

FADH and formate (H2) can serve directly as election donor for these 

respiratory processes. It is important to note that all these election acceptors 

have different midpoint redox potentials (e.g. oxygen: +818mV, nitrate: 

+433mV, DMSO: +160mV, TMAO: +130mV, fumarate +33mV) and that 

without exception it has been found that the catabolism of E. coli is 

regulated in such a way that the election acceptor available with the highest 

midpoint redox potential is used preferentially hence yielding the highest 

amount of energy from the respiratory process. This regulation is mediated 

by a fine-tuned cascade consisting of various regulatory systems (see 

below). The same regulatory systems are involved in the expression of 

genes that code for a number of enzymes of the TCA cycle. As a result, 

when the organisms are grown under anaerobic, respiratory conditions their 

catabolism resembles that of fermentative anaerobic cells in that they have a 

reduced TCA cycle activity: citrate synthase, aconitase and isocitrate 

dehydrogenase are expressed at decreased levels (Smith and Neidhardt, 

1983a; Gray et ai, 1966) which may explain the production of acetate. 

Fermentation 

Fermentation was first described by Pasteur as "la vie sans air", and 

comprises those processes in which a redox balance is maintained during 

catabolism by electron transfer to an acceptor which is intracellularly 

generated. The formed NADH is oxidized by an internal electron acceptor 

and for the Enterobacteriaceae formate, acetate, ethanol, lactate, succinate, 
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carbon dioxide, hydrogen and 2,3-butanediol are typical fermentation 

products. Of course, the relative amounts of these fermentation products 

formed depend to a large extent on the nature of the energy source. With E. 

coli growing on glucose, either pyruvate serves as the internal acceptor, 

yielding lactate or acetate, ethanol and formate, or succinate is generated by 

reduction of fumarate formed by carboxylation of phospho-e«o/-pyruvate 

(Gottschalk, 1985). An overview of the fermentation pathways in E. coli is 

given in figure 1.1. Under most conditions, the fermentation products of E. 

coli grown on glucose are mainly acetate and ethanol (1:1 ratio), C 0 2 , H 2 , 

formate, lactate and succinate are minor products (Clark, 1989; Sokatch, 

1969; fig. 1.1). 

1/2 glucose 

NADH^ NAD H 

H , v 3 
, formate <— 

/ 
CO, 

acetate 

pyruvate lactate 
^CCX 

S ^NADH 
acetyl CoA 

2NADH 

ethanol 

2 C O ; ^ 3 NADH+ 1 FADH 
Fig 1.1. Pathways of glucose breakdown in E. coli. TC A. Tricarboxylic acid cycle; PEP, 
phospho- enol pyruvate. 1. lactate dehydrogenase. 2. pyruvate dehydrogenase complex; 3, 
pyruvate formate lyase 

Fermentation is generally not coupled to proton translocation, and hence 

ATP production during fermentation occurs solely by substrate level 

phosphorylation. It should be noted that, in comparison to to the other 

catabolic routes, acetate formation yields one additional mole of ATP per 

mole of acetate formed but that its formation must be balanced by the 

formation of ethanol in order to maintain redox balance. Although the 

above-mentioned fermentation products are commonly found, their relative 

production rates are highly dependent on additional growth conditions than 
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solely the energy source. The regulation of the fermentative catabolism is to 

a great extent under control of the same globulators (global regulators) as 

respiratory catabolism (see below). 

Pyruvate catabolism in E. coli 

From the above (fig. 1.1) it will be clear that pyruvate is the key 

intermediate in sugar catabolism. It is at the level of this glycolytic end 

product where branching occurs either to the fermentative mode -resulting 

in the formation of typical fermentation products- or to respiration -

resulting in the production of compounds more oxidized than the energy 

source (it should be noted that under energy source excess conditions 

complete oxidation of the energy source to CO2 does not occur (Holms, 

1996)) and the concomitant reduction of an external acceptor. Before going 

into detail on the regulation of both catabolic modes, the pyruvate 

catabolizing enzymes will be briefly discussed. 

Pyruvate catabolizing enzymes 

Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex 

Aerobically, the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDHc) typically is the 

major (if not only) pyruvate degrading system. This system consists of a 

multi enzyme complex (fig 1.2) made up of three enzymes: pyruvate 

dehydrogenase (El), dihydrolipoyl transacetylase (E2) and 

dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase (E3) (for a detailed review see Mattevi et 

al. (1992) and Guest el al. (1989)). The PDHc is regulated both at the level 

of gene expression and at the level of enzyme activity (Dietrich and 

Henning, 1970; Smith and Neidhardt, 1983b) 

Aerobic conditions and pyruvate are positive effectors (Smith and 

Neidhardt, 1983b), the aerobic induction probably being mediated by the 

Arc system (luchi and Lin, 1988) and/or FNR (Quail et al, 1994). PDHc 

activity is inhibited by its products acetyl CoA and NADH. PDHc from 

different bacteria show a different sensitivity towards the inhibition by 

NADH (Snoep et al, 1993). This is due to a varying sensitivity of the E3 

enzyme towards NADH. E. coli E3 has a relatively high sensitivity towards 

NADH, whereas E3 from Enterococcus faecal is has a relatively low 

sensitivity. This feature is important for the adaptation of the cell to 

10 
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different redox environments. The PDHc of/?, faecalis can be active at a 

lower redox potential than the PDHc of is. coli. 

O 
il 

CKCCOOH 

co. 

TPP 

OH 

H3C-TPP 

O 
II 

CoASH o 

CHC-S-lip ~ 1 CH3C-SCoA 

SH V 
* / S H 
I P . 

' lipCi 
NADH 

FAD 
SHSH 

Fig 1.2. The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. El: pyruvate dehydrogenase; E2: 
dihydrolipoamide transacetylase; E3: dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase', lip: lipoamide; TPP: 
thiamine pyrophosphate 

Lactate dehydrogenase. 

There are 3 LDH isoenzymes in E. coli, two of which are involved in the 

oxidation of lactate into pyruvate (Garvie, 1980).These latter enzymes are 

in fact lactate oxidases and are membrane-bound flavoproteins coupled to 

the respiratory chain. (Haugaard, 1959; Kline and Mahler, 1965) The third 

isoenzyme has a fermentative function as it couples the reduction of 

pyruvate into lactate to the oxidation of NADH. This enzyme has a rather 

high Km for pyruvate (7 mM). (Tarmy and Kaplan, 1968a,b,c). Recently, its 

gene has been cloned and sequenced (Bunch el ah, 1997). The major 

function of the fermentative LDH seems to reside in preventing very high 

cytoplasmic accumulation of pyruvate and to maintain a redox balance by 

reoxidation of NADH simultaneously. In vivo the enzyme has to compete 

for pyruvate with the pyruvate formate lyase system, which has an affinity 

constant of about 2 mM and can be present in the cell in high amounts 

(Kessler and Knappe, 1996). This may explain the low lactate production 

rate under conditions where the intracellular pyruvate concentration is 

expected to be low (e.g. glucose-limited growth). 

11 
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Pyruvate formate lyase 

The kinetic and molecular properties of the pyruvate formate lyase (PFL) 

have been studied extensively (for reviews see Knappe and Sawers (1990), 

Kessler and Knappe (1996)). The pyruvate formate lyase catalyses the 

cleavage of pyruvate into formate and an acetyl group. The Km for pyruvate 

is 2 mM and the enzyme may constitute up to 2.7 % of the cytosolic 

enzyme content. As for PDHc, the enzyme is regulated at the level of both 

gene expression and enzyme activity. Expression of pfl is controlled by the 

transcriptional regulators FNR and Arc (Sawers and Suppmann, 1992) and 

hence PFL synthesis is dependent on the presence of oxygen. In addition, 

the enzyme itself is highly sensitive towards oxygen whenever it is in the 

active state. By means of a PFL deactivase (which has been found to be 

identical to AdhE, a subunit of alcohol dehydrogenase) and an activase, the 

enzyme can be present in either an active or an inactive form (figure 1.3). 

Interconversion from one form into the other involves a complex 

mechanism, which has been largely elucidated through the work of Knappe 

(Knappe and Sawers, 1990; Kessler et at., 1992; Kessler and Knappe, 

1996). It is noteworthy that only the active form is sensitive to, and 

irreversibly damaged by oxygen. Not surprisingly, therefore, in aerobic cells 

the enzyme is only present in the inactive form (in small amounts). Under 

anaerobic conditions, the cellular amount of the enzyme is 12-fold 

increased and the enzyme is converted into its active (free radical) form. 

flavodoxine 
e 

AdoMet 

pyruvate - - -> 

Met+ 
deoxyado 

NAD H 

- - pyruvate 

NAD 

activase deactivase 

Fig 1.3. Activation/deactivation of the pyruvate formate lyase. Adomet: adenosyl methionine, 
deoxyado: 5'-deo\yadenosine. Met: methionine. After Knappe and Sawers (1990). 
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Redox chemistry 
In many biological processes redox reactions are very important. The 

principle is veiy simple: in one half reaction an election is formed, which in 

the other is consumed. 

Important for a redox reaction is, that the overall reaction has to be neutral. 

In biological redox reactions, the election donor or acceptor is often NADH 

resp. NAD. The redox potential can be calculated by the Nernst formula: 

E,„i=E„aAn^ (1.1) 
nF [red] 

In this formula Eh 7 is the redox potential of the redox couple at pH 7, Em 7 

is the midpoint redox potential of the couple at pH 7, R is the gas constant 

(8.314 J moF1 K"1), F is the Faraday constant (9.648-104C moF1). Many 

redox reactions are pH dependent, so the redox potential changes not only 

with the concentration of the reductor and oxidator, but also with the pH, 

which makes formula (1.1) more complex. The redox potential can also be 

recalculated into a AG value (Gibbs free energy): 

AG = -nFAEh (1.2) 

Where n is the amount of elections involved (for NADH 2) and F is the 

Faraday constant(9.648-104 C mol"'). If the change of Gibbs free energy 

(AG) >0, the reaction costs energy; a negative AG indicates the release of 

energy. For a theoretical overview of the redox potential in biological 

systems see Walz (1979). 

It is very difficult to calculate the actual redox potential in the cell, because 

it is difficult to determine the intracellular concentrations of all reactants 

and products. It is however clear that by changing intracellular 

concentrations the redox potential in the cell changes. Whenever in this 

thesis the expression "internal redox potential" is used, the redox potential 

of the most important intracellular redox couple is meant (e.g. NADH). 

Redox regulated gene expression 

Catabolism under respiratory conditions is aiming at the generation of 

reducing equivalents that can serve as a substrate for the electron transfer 

13 
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chain. On the other hand, under fermentative conditions, catabolism is 

governed by the prerequisite of redox balancing. It is therefore not 

surprising that it has been postulated that redox-related processes are 

involved in the regulation of pyruvate catabolism and TCA-cycle and 

respiratory chain activity (Wimpenny, 1969; Wimpenny and Necklen, 1971; 

Undenetal., 1990;. Iuchi, 1993; Allen, 1993; Pécher et al, 1983; Snoep, 

1992). It is still an intriguing question how the intracellular redox potential 

is related to external conditions (for an extensive review on redox reactions 

in biological systems see Walz, 1979). In this context, it has been suggested 

(Wimpenny and Necklen, 1971 ) that the external redox potential per se is 

affecting the synthesis and activity of various TCA enzymes, components of 

the respiratoiy chain, hydrogenases, etc. In the report by Wimpenny and 

Necklen (1971) it was proposed that some mediator will 'translate' the 

external redox potential to an internal redox potential. Even earlier reports 

showed an influence of the external redox potential on the physiology of the 

cell: Knight and Fildes (1930) showed that spores of anaerobic bacteria did 

not germinate above a certain Eh . Unden et al. (1990) demonstrated for E. 

coli, that induction of anaerobic respiratoiy enzymes is dependent on the 

redox potential of the medium. In their study the E|, of the medium was 

manipulated by the use of hexacyanoferrate(III) (Em=+360mV) and it was 

concluded on the basis of these experiments that neither dioxygen nor any 

other oxygen species was the effector. 

NADH as redox monitor 

NADH is probably the most important election carrier in bacterial cells (for 

a review of its synthesis and recycling see Penfound and Foster, 1996). As 

many metabolic reactions depend on NAD(H), the intracellular 

concentrations of these nucleotides are expected to play an important role in 

the catabolism of the cell. The central role of these nucleotides in both 

catabolism and anabolism seems to justify the assumption that the actual 

redox potential of the NAD/NADH couple can be considered as the monitor 

of the redox state of the cell. 

In the 1960's some studies have been done on NAD(H) levels in bacteria. 

(London and Knight, 1966; Takaebe and Kitahara, 1963; Wimpenny and 

Firth, 1972). All these studies revealed different values of the NAD(H) 

concentration in bacterial cells which can now be ascribed to the differences 

14 
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in growth conditions. Snoep (1992) observed that the NADH/NAD ratio in 

Enterococcus faecal'is could be manipulated by changing the redox level of 

the energy source, at least under anaerobic conditions, whereas under 

aerobic conditions the NADH/NAD ratio reaches almost zero (note that E. 

faecalis is not able to respire, although it may contain NADH oxidase). This 

NADH/NAD ratio influenced the activity of the pyruvate dehydrogenase 

complex of Enterococcus faecalis under anaerobic conditions in vivo. It was 

found that the actual (in vivo) flux through the enzyme was determined by a 

regulation of both its synthesis (i.e. (de)repression) and its activity (i.e. 

kinetic effects) (Snoep, 1992; Snoep et al., 1990, 1991). The PDHc is 

clearly regulated by the NADH/NAD ratios (see before). More enzymes are 

(in)directly regulated by the NADH/NAD ratio. The alcohol dehydrogenase 

(ADH) ofE. coli is regulated at the level of gene expression by the 

NADH/NAD ratio (Leonardo et al., 1996). As NADH is a substtate of the 

ADH, changes in the levels of NAD and NADH will also affect the enzyme 

activity, according to the kinetics of the enzyme. For Clostridium 

acetobulylicum it has been proposed that the switch of this organism from 

acidogenic metabolism to solventogenic metabolism is mediated by the 

NADH/NAD ratio (Girbal and Soucaille, 1994) 

luchi (1993) has suggested that the signalling state of one of the major 

catabolic regulatory systems, the so-called Arc system, is also affected in 

some way by the intracellular NADH/NAD ratio. His work has shown that 

at least in vitro the rate of phosphorylation (as a result of conversion to the 

signalling state, see below) of the sensoiy component ArcB was enhanced 

by NADH. 

Regulatory mechanisms at the genetic level. 

In E. coli three important transcriptional regulators are known to regulate 

gene expression under different redox conditions: Fnr, Arc and Nar. These 

three systems can work independently and/or co-operatively in adjusting 

gene expression. These systems provide the cell with a high metabolic 

flexibility and allow it to fine-tune its catabolic activities to the prevailing 

redox conditions. The general strategy seems to be that catabolism is 

organised in such a manner that a preferential use is made of the route that 

yields the highest energetic gain. Thus, respiratory routes are preferred over 

substrate-level phosphorylation and the electron acceptor with the highest 

15 
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redox potential (-AG) is preferred. In table 1 a list of genes is given that are 

induced or repressed by the two most important global regulators Fnr and 

Arc. 

aceb Isocilralc lyase 

acn Aconilase 

aeg-46.5 Putative periplasmic nitrate reductase 

ansb L-Asparaginasc II 

area ArcA 

aspA-dcuA L-Aspartase and dicarboxylate transport 

cea Colicin El 

cob Cobalamin biosynthesis 

cydAB Cytochrome d oxidase 

cyoABCDE Cytochrome o oxidase 

dmsABC Dimethyl sulfoxide reductase 

dcziB-fuinB Dicarboxylate transport and fumarasc B 

fadb 3-Hydroxyacyl coenzyme A 

fdn GH1 Formate dehydrogenase-N 

feoAB Iron (II) transport 

focA -pfl Formate transport and pymvatc-tbrmate lyase 

fnr Fnr 

funiA Fumarase A (aerobic) 

frdABCD Fumarate reductase 

glpACB Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (anaerobic) 

glpD Glycerol-3-phosphatc dehydrogenase (aerobic) 

glpTO Glycerol 3-phosphatc transport 

gltA Citrate synthase 

heinA Glutamyl-tRNA dehydrogenase 

hyaA-F Hydrogcnase I 

hypBCDE-jhIA Hydrogenase activities and formate regulation 

icd Isocitrate dehydrogenase 

ild(lctD) L-Lactate dehydrogenase 

mdh Malaie dehydrogenase 

narGHJI Nitrate reductase 

narK Nitrite extrusion protein 

narX NarX sensor protein 

ndh NADH dehydrogenase II (aerobic) 

nikA-E (hydC) Nickel transport 

nirBDC NADH-dcpcndcnt nitrite reductase 

nrfA-G Formate-linked nitrite reductase 

iirdD Anaerobic ribonucleotide reductase 

Fnr ArcA 

ND (-) 
ND (-) 
+ 0 

+ ND 

+ + 

+ ND 

+ ND 

ND + 

- + 

+ 0 

+ ND 

ND (-) 
+ (-) 
+ ND 

+ + 

- ND 

(0) (-) 
+ (0) 
+ 0 

0 -
+ ND 

ND -
- + 

0 + 

+ ND 

ND (-) 
0 -
ND (-) 
+ 0 

+ 0 

+ ND 

- ND 

+ ND 

+ ND 

+ ND 

+ ND 
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pdhR-aceEF-lpd Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex and regulator 

pdii Propanediol degradation ND + 

pepT Endopcptidase T + ND 

pocR Positive regulator olcob and pdu ND + 

sdhCDAB Succinate dehydrogenase - -
sodA MnSod - -
sucAB a-Keloglutarate dehydrogenase ND (-) 
sucCD Succinate thiolkinase ND (-) 
traY F plasmid DNA transfer functions ND + 

ND D-Amino acid dehydrogenase ND (-) 
ND Molybdate reductase + ND 

Table 1.1. The Fnr and Arc modulons: +. positive control (induction); -, negative control 
(repression); (+). provisional positive control as determined by assays of relevant enzyme activity 
in extracts of wild-type or mutant cells; (-).provisional negative control as determined by assays 
of relevant enzyme activity in extracts of wild-type or mutant cells; 0 no control; (0), no 
provisional control as determined by assays of relevant enzyme activity in extracts of wild-type or 
mutant cells; ND, not determined. After Lynch and Lin (1996) 

Fnr 

This protein was discovered by analysis of mutants with a phenotype in 

/umarate witrate reductase activity. It turned out that all these mutations 

were in the same locus (fnr; 29 min. on the E. coli chromosome) (Lambden 

and Guest, 1976). Fnr is a protein of 250 amino acids which shows 

homology to the Cap (catabolite activator) protein (Bell and Busby, 1994; 

Williams et al, 1991). At the N-terminus the Fnr protein contains a cysteine 

rich region, with three of the four cysteine residues involved in the binding 

of iron (Green el al., 1993; Melville and Gunsalus, 1990; Sharrocks et ai, 

1990). Low-temperature electron paramagnetic resonance spectra suggest 

that the active form of Fnr contains a 4[Fe-S] cluster (Khoroshilova et ai, 

1995). It is now widely accepted that this N-terminus region serves as a 

redox sensor, which initiates a redox-sensitive conformational change of the 

protein. 

It is this change in conformation that turns Fnr into a positive transcriptional 

regulator, allowing it to bind to DNA at a specific 22 bp binding site, 

containing a 5'-TGAT-3' motif, which resembles the CAP binding site 

motif (Eiglmeier et ai, 1989; Spiro and Guest, 1987). However the binding 

of the Fnr to DNA is not redox dependent: for activation or repression Fe + 

is essential (Green and Guest, 1993a+b). 

17 
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What the signal is for the activation of Fnr remains still unclear, however 

data are available that indicate that the (intracellular) redox potential has a 

signalling function. Thus, it could be shown that addition of 

hexacyanoferrate III (Em7 = 360 mV) to the medium of anaerobic cultures 

oiE. coli, resulted in inactivation of Fnr (Unden et ai, 1990), excluding 

oxygen per se as the only signalling molecule. 

Arc 

The ArcAB (Arc for aerobic respiration control) two component signal 

transduction system is mainly responsible for the control of synthesis of 

TCA cycle enzymes and components of the respiratory chain. The system 

consists of a sensor (ArcB) and a regulator (ArcA) (Iuchi et ai, 1989; Iuchi 

and Lin, 1988, Iuchi and Lin, 1992). Activation of the sensor takes place 

upon detection of a so far unidentified signal, which stimulates its 

autotransphosphorylation activity. The sensor subsequently can transfer the 

phosphoryl group to the ArcA protein, which then acts as a transcriptional 

regulator (fig. 1.4). In many cases, the expression of the genes involved is 

also co-ordinatedly regulated with carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus 

metabolism. (Lynch and Lin, 1996). In general, ArcA-P is thought to act as 

a repressor, but there are some exceptions e.g. the synthesis of cytochrome 

bd oxidase(Cotter and Gunsalus, 1992; Fu et al, 1991)and pyruvate formate 

lyase (Sawers, 1993) . 

Until now the stimuli that increase the auto-phosphorylation activity of 

ArcB have not been identified. It has been described, however, that some 

(fermentation related) compounds (lactate, acetate and NADH) enhance the 

phosphorylation of ArcB in vitro and thereby could stimulate ArcA 

phosphorylation (Iuchi 1993; Iuchi el al, 1994; Lin and Iuchi, 1994; fig. 

4.1). The role of molecular oxygen as a direct signal can be excluded, since 

a cyo-cyd double mutant (lacking both terminal cytochrome oxidases, and 

therefore having a non-functional respiratory chain) shows virtually no Arc 

mediated regulation (Iuchi el al, 1990). Data have been presented that 

suggest that the Arc control correlates with the environmental redox state. 

(Iuchi et al, 1994). Studies in a §{sdh-lae) (sdh coding for succinate 

dehydrogenase , an Arc controlled enzyme) background showed a higher 

sdh expression when 0 2 (Em=+818 mV) rather than nitrate (Em= +433 mV) 

18 
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was used as an external election acceptor, whereas the lowest expression 

was measured with fumarate ((Eni= +33 mV) as election acceptor. 

The Arc system may respond to a metabolite that can exist physiologically 

in either an oxidised or a reduced form (luchi and Lin, 1988). The election 

carriers, ubiquinone (an intermediate in the aerobic respiratory chain) and 

menaquinone (functioning in the anaerobic respiratory chain) are possible 

candidates for such a metabolite (Lynch and Lin, 1996). Some enzymes 

such as PFL (Sawers, 1993; Sawers and Suppmann, 1992) and cytochrome 

bdoxidase (Cotter and Gunsalus 1992; Fu, H.-A. et al, 1991; luchi et al. 

1990), are dually regulated by Fnr and ArcAB (see also table 1). Until now 

no conservative Arc box (DNA binding sequence) has been found, although 

some sequences have been published, which binds to ArcA-P (Lynch and 

Lin, 1996b). 

Aerobic 

membrane 
ArcB ÂÎP 

IF^ 
Pi 

Pi 

Anaerobic 

cqpÄTP EC(9 

t 

membrane 

PlÄfcÄ 

I 
[AicÄ] 

induction/repression 

Fig 1.4. Model of processes involved in Arc regulation. P is the transferred phosphor, 1 group and 
f is a fermentation product as lactate or NADH. (After Lynch and Lin, 1996) 
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Chapter J 

Nar 

Nitrate can serve as an external election acceptor when E. colt is grown 

anaerobically. It is a more favoured acceptor than fumarate or DMSO 

(dimethyl sulfoxide). The regulatory mechanism that is responsible for 

induction of the membrane-bound nitrate reductase and repression of the 

terminal reductases needed for fumarate and DMSO, resides in yet another 

two-component signal transduction system, called Nar (for a review see 

Stewart (1993)). This system presumably senses nitrate and subsequently 

not only induces the nitrate reductase, but also some other genes which are 

involved in anaerobic respiration. The system consists of two sensors (NarX 

and NarQ) and two activators (NarL and NarP), which bind to the DNA to 

control gene expression. The NarL protein is also involved in nitrate 

regulation of alcohol dehydrogenase (Kalman and Gunsalus, 1988; Chen 

and Lin, 1991) and pyruvate formate lyase (Sawers and Bock, 1988). 

It may be that the NarQ/P system reacts within an other nitrate 

concentration range than the NarX/L system. The NarQ/P system also has a 

slightly different gene control than NarX/L: NarP does not control narG 

(nitrate reductase) and frdA (fumarate reductase) Operon expression. (Rabin 

and Stewart, 1993). Alternatively, it could be that the NarQ/NarP system 

serves to control nitrite respiration rather than nitrate respiration (Rabin and 

Stewart, 1993; Stewart, 1993).The NarX and NarQ sensor both can serve as 

kinases for NarL, as could be concluded from the observation that strains 

with a mutation in NarX or NarQ behaved essentially as the wild type 

(Rabin and Stewart, 1992). 

Control of adaptation 

It will be apparent from the above that, in order to be able to invoke the 

proper catabolic network under a specific condition, a complex regulatory 

system has evolved in E. coli. Besides these adaptive mechanisms, more 

general processes directed to react to changing environmental conditions, 

can be expected to occur: 

1. modulation of specific enzyme activity. Enzyme activity is dependent on 

concentrations of substrate, product effectors and cofactors. Often by 

changing the environmental conditions, intracellular concentrations will 

change, and as a consequence the activity of the enzyme. For the pyruvate 

dehydrogenase complex, for example, this is the case with regard to NADH 
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levels in the cell. Therefore any change in the steady state NADH/NAD 

ratio will change the activity of this multienzyme complex (e.g. Snoep et al. 

, 1990, 1991; Snoep, 1992). The role of allosteric effectors is illustrated by 

the dependence of lactate dehydrogenases on fructose 1,6 biphosphate 

(Rüssel and Cook, 1995; Yamada and Carlsson, 1975) in many lactic acid 

bacteria. Of course, these considerations apply to any enzyme system for 

which substrate, product or effector concentrations are non-saturating under 

in vivo conditions. 

2. activation of general response mechanisms such as variation of the level 

of supercoiling of DNA. Changing the environment of a bacterium can 

trigger several general response systems, often called stress response 

systems, one of them being the change of the linking number of the DNA in 

the cell (additional stress response systems exists like the heat shock 

response (Bukau, 1993), multiplicity of sigma factors (Yura etal, 1996; 

Hengge -Aronis, 1996), UsP response proteins (Nyström and Neidhardt, 

1992, 1994) This change in linking number of the DNA can lead to the 

induction/repression of many genes (Geliert, 1981). Supercoiling of DNA in 

bacterial cells is controlled by two DNA topoisomerases (for a review see 

Drlica, 1992). DNA gyrase introduces supercoils and DNA topoisomerase I 

prevents supercoiling from reaching too high levels. In vivo, supercoiling 

can be changed by a change in the relative activities of the gyrase and the 

topoisomerase. As the former is ATP-dependent, supercoiling can be 

affected by changes in the energetic state of the cell. Hence, any 

perturbation of cellular energetics by environmental changes may have a 

direct short- term effect on gene expression. Such environmental changes 

encompass nutrient up or down shifts, anaerobic/aerobic transitions or 

osmotic shocks (salt shock). 

3. Activation of specific gene expression by a globulator like FNR or Arc. 

The characteristics of these systems have been outlined above. 

4. Posttranslational regulation. Until now little is known of 

posttranslational modification with respect to catabolic enzymes but an 

example can be found in the above-mentioned activation and deactivation of 

the pyruvate formate lyase in dependence of environmental factors (i. c. the 

presence of oxygen). 
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Chapter 1 

Scope of this thesis 

The work presented in this thesis aims at elucidating the role of the ambient 

redox potential in the regulation of catabolism of bacteria. The role of 

NAD(H) in cellular catabolism, and more particular the influence of the 

intracellular NADH/NAD ratio in the cell is studied. The influence of this 

ratio on the flux through and expression of the PDHc is a main subject of 

research in all chapters. Adaptation to different redox environments is 

studied both at the level of enzyme activity and of gene expression. 

In chapter 2 the effect of external electron acceptors on the catabolism is 

studied in steady state chemostat cultures of Escherichia coli MC4100 and 

some of its derivatives. Mutants in PFL and PDHc are used to study the 

changes in the fluxes through these enzymes upon changes in the 

availability of oxygen, nitrate and fumarate as election acceptors. As steady 

state chemostat cultures are used, effects on both the level of enzyme 

activity and of gene expression could be studied. 

Chapter 3 deals with cultures at low dissolved oxygen tensions. The redox 

environment is changed by the use of different oxygen tensions. Effects on 

pyruvate catabolism and the redox state are studied in steady state 

chemostat cultures of Escherichia coli. As in chapter 2 effects on both gene 

expression and enzyme activity are studied. 

In order to reveal in more detail the effects of a changing redox environment 

at the level of enzyme activity, in chapter 4 the effect of a sudden change 

of the external redox environment is studied by switching a steady state 

chemostat culture from aerobic to anaerobic conditions and vice versa. In 

this chapter the initial effects on catabolic fluxes as well as the effects on 

the redox state of the cell and the supercoiling of the DNA are investigated. 

This allows us to gain further insight in the (short term) dynamics of 

adaptation to the external redox environment. 

Chapter five deals with the cloning and sequencing of the lipoamide 

dehydrogenase subunit of the PDHc(E3) of Enlerococcus faecalis which is 

the subunit of the enzyme complex that is sensitive to NADH. As the E3 

subunit of the PDHc of Enlerococcus faecalis is relatively insensitive 

towards NADH, this is an interesting enzyme for studies on the effect of 

NADH/NAD ratios on the flux through the pyruvate dehydrogenase 

complex. 
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